Conway Hall 30th January 2007

This evening I hope to show you in Part 1 how to explain the true nature of the EU concisely, in Part 2 its subversive and criminal nature, and in Part 3 how to get mobilised, and how to campaign effectively against the EU.

One million 242 thousand British service men and women died in two World Wars for Britain's freedom and Independence, and it is their work that we are here to continue today. We too are working to defend our nation from European domination, the third time we have had to do so in a hundred years.

In fighting the EU we are fortunate we don't yet face guns and bullets as our forefathers did. But this is also our greatest problem: because there are no obvious guns, people do not realise the threat is the same.

Time is short: the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, got avid acceptance in the EU for her plan for a sixth EU treaty, which the Queen can sign behind our backs like the other five, but the treaty will then contain the EU Constitution. She wants this done without further elections, which means she wants it signed by May 2009, before the EU elections, and a whole year before the next British General election is due, in May 2010. Just by sitting tight, Gordon Brown could be Britain's last Prime Minister.

So here’s Part 1: Know your enemy and be able to quickly explain him

To fight effectively we need to know how to beat our enemy, and how to explain him concisely to others so they can help too. Fortunately for us the EU produces tens of millions of sheets of paper defining itself with accuracy. Unfortunately, because the documents are so vast, people don't read them, and pro-EU politicians, (and that seems to be nearly all of them,) lie about what is written. Be fair to them - they have to lie, because the EU's written truth is simply horrific.

There is only one document you absolutely must know, and that is the 465 page EU Constitution. And that we have summarised for you, with cross references so you can check our work, on to one page. That one page you must take with you and read, and you must understand the main decrees it makes.

Whereas the USA's constitution, at just 12 pages, divides, separates, restricts and controls the power of its politicians, the EU Constitution is the opposite. Like the Soviet Constitution, the EU's creates a sham, powerless parliament, and hands absolute power to unelected dictators; it calls these Commissioners, because the words Politburo members would have given the game away. It then says that if the Constitution has not given these dictators sufficient power, they can simply add clauses themselves to give themselves whatever powers they want.

This is absolute power, and we know that can corrupt absolutely. The Constitution also commands member nations to build up our militaries, and then give absolute control of them, and that includes our nuclear weapons, to those dictators.

Here's Soundbite One: "Never before in history has the true nature of a dictatorship been so well published before its citizens were imprisoned inside." And I'll repeat that:

Now this might all be fine if the dictators were Ken Dodd, Harry Seecombe, Spike Milligan and perhaps the cast of Monty Python. If they could hang on to power, life might be fine.

But history shows us these aren't the people who, when democracy is withdrawn, seize power in real life. It is always the Shalamanesers, the Nebucanassars, the Robspierres, the Napoleans, the Stalins and the Hitlers.

Hitler firstly had to get elected, then pass his Enabling Act, then suspend habeaus corpus, then get the Roman Catholic opposition party to vote him in as Chancellor, then ban opposition parties, then build up his armed forces over 6 years. Think how green with envy he would be if he saw the EU Constitution, which does the whole lot for him, right down to handing him 700 live British and French nuclear warheads. How hard done by he would feel.
When reading the EU Constitution and other documents, ordinary people do not realise how politicians can use the clauses. Because it doesn't say “the Commissioners are dictators,” but uses the words “Commissioners are appointed” - then other clauses give them absolute power, people think its just fine. You have to point out how these clauses will be abused, and how they encourage aspiring dictators to seize power.

A good way to explain it is to show them the One page summary of the EU Constitution, then Hitler's entire Enabling Act, which is half a page. With that harmless looking Act he was able to ban political parties and seize absolute power. History is repeating itself in Europe.

Please remember Soundbite two, and use it often: "The EU has the Constitution of a dictatorship, the laws of a police state." To repeat it:

The five EU treaties signed by the Queen have compelled Britain to harmonise our laws with the EU's over the last 34 years - the Extradition Act, the Civil Contingencies Act, ID cards, about 300 of them. That has built an as yet unenforced police state that scares newspapers like the Independent - and the Lib-Dems - except they both refuse to recognise its the EU police state that's being built.

Have you ever considered the enslaving effect of the EU's regulations alone? No nation in history has been forced to exist under the yoke of 111,000 regulations. When they are fully enforced, we will be subject to continual arrest. Small businesses will close, millions will be unemployed. Its horrific. Bring this to the attention of all people and businesses you know, all of whom should refuse to obey these regulations, not meekly accept them.

Soundbite Three: "The EU's 111,000 regulations will control our lives more closely than were those of Soviet citizens."

May I ask for a show of hands - can you please put your hand up if you are nominally a Christian. That's about 90% of you, and this bit is for you. At the EU Commission is a statue called Europa; their guides proudly tell you its a woman riding a beast, as in the Book of Revelation. Another emblem is a huge mural of the Tower of Babel with the words "Many tongues one voice." (That's the communism - only one national voice instead of many voices.) Both emblems have also been on the EU's postage stamps and documents.

The EU clearly sees itself as reversing God's acts at the Tower of Babel, where God showed his opposition to big government by breaking it up with many languages. The EU's reversing that, spending half a billion a year on languages so it can build a massive government. The EU reckons its the Beast of Revelation, the final reincarnation of the evil empire that killed Christ. It to, is founded on a treaty of Rome. This is a straight good evil fight - Christians versus the EU - so the first precaution the EU took was to empty our churches.

History repeats itself. As a nation we stand where Chamberlain stood in 1938, in a period of appeasement. The difference is Chamberlain didn't know much about Hitler, apart from the fact that he might have been nice to his mum. We do know from its tens of millions of documents the EU is legally far worse than Hitler's 3rd Reich was in 1938. We learn history so we don't repeat the same mistakes again - but government still insists on repeating the mistakes. These history teachers have failed.

You need to have a soundbite ready for every conversation, every newspaper, radio or TV appearance. And here's soundbite four: "We must repeal the 1972 EU Communities Act before we are imprisoned inside."

So you know how to explain the EU and what you're fighting. The gravity and urgency must be clear in our minds. Everyone from The Bruges Group to UKIP to BOO is playing it down. But the time for understating the case is over. Neville Chamberlain did that, it doesn't work.
Part 2: "Understanding the Subversion"

Now we move on to part 2, an understanding of the subversion.

The entire EU project is illegal in this country. It's illegal under the British Constitution, it illegally abolishes our nation, illegally destroys our common law and monarchy. There will be no more Kings or Queen of Britain, Princes Charles and William will always be Princes, never a King. The Queen seems to know that, she's sent the Coronation Stone back to Scotland.

So the EU has to be, and is being, implemented exclusively by subversion from within, by British traitors alone, who are quite prepared to break the law.

We estimate there are about 25,000 dedicated subversives in Britain undermining 62 million of us. Sounds like good odds for us, doesn't it? How do the subversives stand a chance?

The subversives range from Prime Ministers at the top, to "school partnerships" at the bottom, teaching sex and homosexuality to your infant children at school.

To win against such odds the subversives had destroy the character of the ordinary British people, the ability to stand up and speak out for the truth, the confidence to act decisively. They started in the 1950's with a phenomenally successful attack on the church and British Christianity, which they've destroyed. Then they turned on schools, race relations, television, and launched political correctness. They have implemented the subversion plans of the German Frankfurt School, and they have worked brilliantly.

That is how 25,000 people stand a chance against 62 million.

But we don't need 62 million to fight 25,000. Any one of us can defeat ten of them, because they have a huge weakness - most cannot survive exposure to the light. By light we mean in this case the glare of publicity.

And we have a weapon that still works. Its the truth, and the truth has power on its own. When planning the attack it helps us to aim at the top, to take down the most senior members of the opposition's divisions. Cut off the heads and the bodies wither.

So this list of British traitors will go some way to helping us understand where the heads are, and we start from the top down

Traitor number 1. Edward Heath. Committed an act of treason by passing the 1972 EU Communities Act, which is the enabling act to abolish our nation. He then lied in his White Paper and in his speeches this Act would not abolish our sovereignty. He started the entire illegal EU process. The fact he was a lifelong member of the Deutsche VericherungsDienst intelligence department was not discovered until his death.

Its very important to understand the legal basis for treason. Firstly it has always been the most serious crime on the statute book, worse than murder. Treason has long been the only crime punished by "hanging by the neck until dead." Murderers only get life. The definition of treason is "a crime that undermines one's government" or "the offence of acting to overthrow one's government." Philby, Maclean, Blunt, Burgess committed treason, by selling secrets to the Russians, and would have got perhaps 15 years if they had returned. What Heath did was the ultimate act of treason, not just undermining our nation, but abolishing it. If a court case had been brought, he would have got the ultimate penalty.

2. Tony Blair Committed three acts of treason, with three EU treaties. He is also an enthusiastic implementer of EU laws disguised as British laws, the latest being ID cards; he's an enforcer of crippling EU regulations. Blair is the chief manufacturer of the EU police state in Britain (Scottish rite 33rd degree mason of Studholme lodge 1591 ).
3. John Major committed Treason with the Maastricht treaty; he also sold our main military and nuclear port, Devonport Dockyard, to Dick Cheney's Haliburton Corporation for peanuts, his bribe was to be European MD of the Bush family's Carlyle Weapons group, and $1 million pa for life, so he is definitely on the other side.

4. Margaret Thatcher committed Treason with the Single European Act. She is the only Prime minister who now regrets signing it. She's still guilty - a murderer who apologises only has a mitigating circumstance. She'll remain a traitor until her death. Like many top people on our side, she's developed heart problems and is too ill to help.

The above four people have all committed treason, and prosecutions were pending. Tony Blair was named as a defendant for signing the Amsterdam Treaty amongst others. Some of us at the time were feeling morbid and depressed at the thought of poor Tony Blair hanging by his neck until dead, and we were going around sadly muttering things like "Yes" "Yes" "about time" "Thank God." But Tony Blair secretly repealed the treason laws, hidden in the Crime and Disorder Act, and the Queen signed it in 1998.

There can be no worse criminal abuse of the law than this. .......To get off your own execution as a Prime Minister by repealing the law you are charged under. .......The newspapers and media missed it entirely.

5. John Prescott, John Reid, Peter Mandleson, Alan Johnson, about a dozen, now cabinet ministers. Communists who's allegiance in the 1960's was to the Soviet Union, switched their loyalty to the European Union in the 1970's; they've implemented the EU's Frankfurt school subversion, and the 111,000 EU regulations that are criminalising us all. Took control of the Labour party away from patriotic traditionalists.

6. Ken Clarke, Douglas Hurd, Michael Hesletine, Geoffrey Howe, Chris Patten, Francis Maude, David Cameron etc. Pro-Europeans who have seized control of the Conservative leadership, imposing their own agenda, ignoring the wishes of Conservative voters; they sabotaged representative democracy. A vote for the Conservatives has been a vote for the EU dictatorship for 34 years, these are the traitors responsible.

The leaders of our three political parties get their orders from the European Union, not the British electorate, whom they neither serve nor care for. They've created a one party state: the three parties have almost identical policies, and all agree on the abolition of Britain by the EU.

7. Julia Middleton, Managing Director of the Common Purpose government agency. Trained 19,500 local government, quango and NHS "leaders" for what they chillingly call the "Post democratic era." Close to destroying the NHS, and local democracy, by transferring power from councillors to the council executives, in preparation for the abolition of councillors with the EU regionalisation plan.

Common Purpose is the number one subversive body outside Parliament. Its graduates include Janet Paraskeva, head of the law society and Cressida Dick, the senior police officer who, with the backing of EU corpus juris, single handedly threw away our right to life and common law with her shoot to kill policy, which is still in force today. She was responsible for the killing of Jean de Menezes in Stockwell tube amongst others, and, although she's a nobody and might be considered a murderer outside the police force, is getting breathtaking promotion, presumably to be appointed Chief of Police in this EU police state.

8. The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM). In charge of the handover of power to the EU, controls Common Purpose. Has put a "Monitoring Officer" into every council in the land; they suspend councillors who speak out for the truth.
9. The Law Society, which I would prefer to call the Fraudulent Lawyers Protection Society on a local level, and the Constitutional Law Breaking Society on the national level. Top lawyers have refused to uphold the British Constitution or enforce our laws where the EU is concerned; the Law Society is a home for traitors. The very fact they had Janet Paraskewa, a Common Purpose leader at their head, shows how rotten they are.

10. Baroness Warnock, and a couple of hundred other dedicated senior subversives. Ruthless implementors of the German Frankfurt School's subversion on behalf of the EU. Over the last 40 years our churches and families have been undermined, with single parent and same sex parents encouraged, teachers have had their authority removed, sex and homosexual education is forced on many under 13s, and decades of political correctness have dumbed down our ability to speak out. The results fill our newspapers every day.

11. Our slovenly press and media. It is stunning that the press has missed all this, the biggest story in a thousand years. Truly the quality of our journalists is abysmal. No wonder the art of investigative journalism is dead. In the BBC's case it's simple sabotage, with hundreds of Common Purpose people in positions of power.

So only 25,000 British saboteurs versus 62 million British people. 25,000 dedicated subsversives at all levels of society in Britain, helped by 100,000 useful idiots.

To win you must expose these traitors in their constituencies, at their places of work, in the press, and tell as many people as you can what is happening.

For 34 years now our governments have been engaging in this massive criminal activity. Government now breaks British law on a huge scale.

It is the duty of all law abiding British subjects not to cooperate with our treasonous and criminal government. We need a General Strike until our Government obeys the law, a permanent and massive demonstration outside Westminster until our traitorous Ministers and MP's of all parties resign. Or we need the armed forces to restore a law abiding British government that obeys the British Constitution. Above all, we desperately need a Constitutional crisis before the British Constitution is quietly and criminally abolished behind our backs.

Now we understand both how to express what the EU is, and the leading lights, or rather darkness, of its British subsversives, English saboteurs, the fifth column amongst us.

Part 3. The continuous campaigns
We have 12 campaigns with which we can fight the EU; seven are on the table at the back. I'm only going to give you some campaigns today: MP's, Councillors, the press, speak out, and youth.

There are many ways to stop the illegal EU. Sufficient publicity for the truth is all it needs. Blasting out the truth about the EU dictatorship on the front pages of every newspaper would stop it dead. A few good BBC documentaries on the whole truth about the EU Constitution, with much prime time exposure might be enough. Either the Prime Minister, or the Queen, could stop it dead on their own. The Law Society could stop it. Ten publicity hungry MP's crossing the floor could do it. There or four councils could do it with a ballot to generate enough publicity. The British people could do it, if they would only stop voting for the EU police state, by not voting for the big three pro-EU parties, the Lib Lab Con. The armed forces or police could stop it.
So what about us? Firstly do not waste your time with letters and petitions to Downing street and to the Queen, begging them not to let the EU abolish our nation. The largest petition was a million signatures, the Queen's also had over a million letters, she's ignored them all. The Queen's been approached by 40 Lords under Magna Carta demanding she obey her Coronation oath; she has broken it and ignored them. Our rulers do not represent us, and will not listen.

We need to visit other influential people, and tell them the truth, and make sure they understand it and act on it. They will have have difficulty believing the truth, and may need three visits before they either understand, or **we** decide they are on the other side. If so, we record that fact, and move on to the next person. We are putting someone in charge, nationally, of each area of attack.

**How to run the campaigns**

These campaigns may be run by an individual, a group, or a political branch committee, who can ask for volunteers on a rota basis to visit MP's, councillors and journalists and manage the results. Do not expect success on a first meeting. After the third meeting with a public figure the group will be able to assess its impact, and decide where to concentrate its efforts.

1. **MP's surgeries.**
   
   Our 646 MP's have weekly or fortnightly surgeries. Once elected they are there to serve **ALL** their constituents; that means you too. Look in the phone book for their Lib, Lab or Con political party and ask when and where the next MP's surgery is. Attend, and put your problem something like this:

   "You are abolishing the (Labour?) party by your support of the European Union. Clause I-46-4 of the EU Constitution makes it clear national parties like the (Labour?) Party won't be allowed in Europe. And the Constitution (which will be fully implemented after the Queen signs the 7th treaty in perhaps 3 years time,) gives the EU absolute power to abolish Westminster and your Parliamentary seat whenever it so decrees. As Westminster will have no powers and no function inside Europe it probably will."

   MP's worry about losing their seats and their 180,000 pa. Give him the fliers the “tentruths.pdf” and the “One Page EU Constitution (euconst.pdf)“. Go through some of the points with him. Explain if he votes for the EU he's voting for the abolition of his party, and the probable abolition of his seat and Westminster. That would be like turkey's voting for Christmas, wouldn't it? If we can get our 646 MP's to worry about the truth, we'll make an impact in the House of Commons.

   End with, "This is so serious that if your party won't leave the EU, please cross the floor to set up the first anti EU Parliamentary Party. You'll be the most popular politician in the country - polls show 60% are against the EU". This underlines the seriousness, and he may talk to others. He won't cross the floor, but if he does, the publicity would be stunning. In this way a handful of MP's could create sufficient publicity to expose the true nature of the EU dictatorship and stop it.

2. **Councillors.**

   Get your group to choose one council to aim for. It can be a town, district or county council. Phone the council and ask for a list of councillors with contact information. Phone the councillors and ask to meet them; you'll probably have to do that one by one. Councillors are being usurped by their own executives, and that's organised by the ODPM. They need to fight back quickly.

   They may already know they are going to be abolished, together with their county, by the EU Regionalisation Plan, which will abolish all Britain’s 19,579 councillors, every council, and all our 48 counties. The government is doing this illegally. They should not go quietly, but do their duty to the electorate by asking them, in a full local ballot, something along the lines: "**Do you wish your county and councillors to be abolished in favour of a European Region, and accept the abolition of our nation?**"
If their town or county votes "No", the publicity will be excellent, and the follow ups are superb. Leave them with the three councillors’ fliers: clrs.pdf, counties2.pdf and regionmap.pdf. Get them to stand up for their county, their electorate, and for the truth. Just a few councils could create enough of a democratic block to stop the EU.

3. The Press.
Choose a local newspaper, phone and ask for a list of journalists. Arrange for branch members to meet them one by one. Point out there will be no free press in the EU - case 274/99 of the European Court of "Justice" held it is illegal to criticise the EU; take him through the one page summary of the EU Constitution, and any journalist worth his salt will understand the press will be severely controlled. Point out how the damage the EU is doing is easily related to local stories - its always making a mess, with its regulations and on councils. The press could stop the EU on their own, if they understood and published the truth.

4. The simplest campaign of all - shock two new people a day with the truth
Most people aren't sufficiently interested in their futures or the EU to understand the threat. But they can be shocked into paying attention. Read http://eutruth.org.uk/ttentruths.pdf and the one page summary of the EU constitution (euconst.pdf) so you know the subject well. Carry a few of these in your pocket, and be controversial. Try something like:

"Do you know your future in the EU will be repression, poverty and war?"
Or: "Do you know the EU has the Constitution of a dictatorship and the laws of a police state?"

If that grabs their attention sufficiently that they don't believe it, give then a copy of euconst.pdf and tentruths.pdf (even Signs of the EU police state). Or you can prove it verbally:

"You can't have 111,000 EU regulations and laws harmonised with the EU's police state without repression. You can't have a dictatorship, and the EU constitution defines a brutal one, without poverty. And the EU constitution gives dictators absolute power over our nuclear weapons; that will cause war."

If you can't grab their attention, and they won't take the lit, deliver at least part of the phrase "The EU police state is building around you now. You'll notice it soon." and leave them alone.

It'll stick in their subconscious minds, and as they read newspapers and see TV news, many will begin to make connections and wake up to what is happening. If all of us did it the results would be phenomenal - if we had two thousand activists a day telling four thousand people a day - we'd reach over a million every year, many times more with the multiplier effect.

Campaign 5. The young.
Contact musicians and pop groups. Many musicians need a cause, ask them to write suitable revolutionary lyrics for our cause. Anti-EU lyrics for "Won't be Fooled Again" by the Who are on the eutruth website. They're the most patriotic band - who knows them? Madonna lives near Marlborough. She needs a cause. Anyone know her?

Universities: If you know someone, or have children or grandchildren at University, ask them to invite David Noakes of Action Now! to do a talk and debate on "Stop the police state." You know where that talk's going - they'll be shocked.

Most small businesses will be put out of business after 2009 when the EU's 111,000 regulations (120,000 by then,) are enforced. Every businessman should fight the EU now to save his business. They are beginning to realise the EU is costing them money, big time.
The Federation of small businesses, the CBI etc. Only if you have contacts. These groups are beginning to realise the EU is a huge overhead. If you know senior people in these organisations, explain the benefits an EU regulation or EU tax boycott would have. This won't happen immediately - it needs many visits from many different activists.

7. Target senior staff in the armed forces and the police - if you have the contacts. Many serving officers in the police and armed forces already know they will soon have to swear an oath to the EU. This is unpopular (to say nothing of being technically treason), and it would be enormously more unpopular if they understood the nature of the EU they will be serving. Senior officers can inform others. If we can persuade enough forces staff to remain loyal to the Crown, the EU dictatorship, which depends upon control of the military, will fail.

Summing Up, Action Now Plan. Everyone leaves with a job to do.
Action: Please choose two campaigns and run them where you live. Make a rule to do something every day for your campaigns. Brief others as you have been briefed today. Ask others to join in. A few of you making a breakthrough in the press, with Councillors or MP's could stop the EU in its tracks.

If you are involved in a group, even if its the Womans Institute, or a party branch, try to get all the group on side and choose a campaign or two. Copy the summaries and pass them on. Explain, with the summaries, all those you know they are are facing the abolition of their nation followed by life under a dictatorship. Shock them into being on side. And encourage others to refuse to acknowledge every illegal EU law.

Thank you for listening, God bless you all. David Noakes. 07974 437 097. http://eutruth.org.uk